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Abstract

This deliverable specifies the technologies, formats and protocols used to implement the
DISASTER architecture as defined in previous deliverables. The Web Service platform has been
chosen as technical paradigm due to its loosely coupled, standard-based approach for building SOA
solutions. This document describes which and how web services standards are employed to fulfil
the DISASTER technical requirements. The implementation includes the management of the
emergency related data resources.
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Executive summary
The Web Service platform has been chosen as technical paradigm to implement the DISASTER
architecture due to its open, scalable and standard-based approach for building SOA solutions. The
WS specifications employed in the construction of the architecture form the Disaster Technical
stack. It is divided in six levels according to the nature of the included WS standards.
The bottom level is Transport that refers to the message format and protocols used to exchange the
information. This level includes HTTP, XML and SOAP specifications.
Description level includes the standards to describe both functional and non-functional
characteristics of the services. WSDL and WS-Policy standards belong to this level.
Discovery level refers to the standards used to publish and organize the services included in the
DISASTER solution. This level includes UDDI and WS-Discovery standards.
Messaging level refers to the mechanism provided to ensure suitable and correct message
transmission. WS-Addressing, MTOM and WS-Eventing are part of this set of standards.
Quality of Service (QoS) level focuses on the reliability and security of the interactions. WSSecurity and WS-ReliableMessaging are included in this level.
Finally, Cooperation level deals with the composition and coordination between multiple service
operations when required. This level is composed by WS-BPEL and WS-Coordination standards.
On the other hand, DISASTER project provides a mechanism to allow interoperation between
different EMS during the management of crisis scenarios. Such interoperability can be defined as a
data exchange (e.g. geospatial information, map images, files, etc) between software systems. Thus,
a key issue in the DISASTER solution is the management of the data (o resources). The DISASTER
architectures implementation takes into account not only the data management and policies (e.g.
security and privacy) tasks, but also the most widely data formats and protocols used in the EMS
such as WMS, WFS, GML and so on.
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Abbreviations
ACID: Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability
EMS: Emergency Management System
ICT: Information and Communication Technologies
LCMS: Landelijk Crisis Management Systeem (National Crisis Management System)
MIME: Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions
SMTP: Simple Mail Transport Protocol
SOA: Service Oriented Architecture
URI: Uniform Resource Identifier
WS: Web Service
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Definitions
Base64: an encoding scheme to represent binary data in an ASCII string format.
Emergency Management System: A system that enables communication and collaboration
amongst first responders and gives support to decision makers providing all the available
information about an incident. An EMS frequently supports emergency stakeholders at operational,
strategic and tactical level.
Encryption: the process of obscuring information to make it unreadable without special
knowledge.
Endpoint: the entry point (operation) of a web service.
Mediation: Process that transforms data expressed in a given data scheme into equivalent data in
other data schema.
Protocol: digital message formats and rules for exchanging those messages in or between
computing systems and in telecommunications.
Policy: Non-functional requirements of a web service.
Service Oriented Architecture: a set of principles and methodologies for designing and
developing software in the form of interoperable services. These services are well-defined business
functionalities that are built as software components that can be reused for different purposes.
Web Service: A software system designed to support interoperable machine-to-machine interaction
over a network.
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Introduction

The DISASTER project is oriented to achieve the data interchange between the emergency
management systems around Europe. Nowadays, the lack of a standard for this communications
complicates this task. The architecture described in this document tries to improve these
communications and data interchanges without modifying the current emergency management
systems. To achieve this objective the architecture relies on well-known standards for both data
management and architecture technical implementation.
This deliverable is close related to other deliverables of the project. First of all it is related to
D2.51 [1], which designs the architecture from a theoretical point of view, defining components and
describing their role in DISASTER. The deliverable D4.10 [2] studied the state of the art regarding
mediation techniques which are the basis of the DISASTER mediation components to solve the
detected communication problems. Finally this deliverable is related to D5.10 [3] where the state of
the Emergency Management Systems (EMS) around Europe is compiled. It detects formats,
transformations and other needs to accomplish DISASTER objectives.
There are two main sections in this deliverable: data management and architecture
implementation. Data management refers to the formats, technologies and services required to
acquire and produce the information expected by the emergency management systems. This task
focuses on geospatial information using standard protocols such us WMS and WFS or formats such
as GML. The selection of these protocols and formats relies on the conclusion achieved in D5.10
[3], where existing EMS where studied. We must highlight the LCMS1, the Dutch national
emergencies system that has been used to validate the current proof of concept [4]. Data
management also includes general information, where protocols like the SPARQL endpoint or
formats such as RDF, XML or JSON are used to transfer and store the information. On the other
hand, DISASTER solution is service-oriented and the use of standards will facilitate its adoption.
Working on this direction the architecture will be implemented using standards for transport,
service description, and message exchange, quality of service and resource management. The
standards referenced are widely accepted and will simplify the scalability of the project.
The document is structured as follows. Section 2 addresses the data management, where it is
explained the protocols and formats included in the current version of the DISASTER architecture.
Section 3 presents the web services related technologies used to implement the architecture. The
description of the standards specification will clarify their selection and use to improve the
DISASTER solution and its extensibility. Conclusions of the work are presented in Section 3.

1

Landelijk Crisis Management Systeem, http://lcms1.nl
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Based on the conclusions achieved in D5.10 [3], and due to the fact that there is no standard
specifications to exchange information among EMS along Europe, DISASTER will manage
different types of protocols and file/data formats. Some protocols are related to geospatial
information (e.g. WMS [5] and WFS [6]) due to the importance of this kind of information in crisis
management, and others to the data management (e.g. SPARQL endpoint s[7] as a standard data
query interface). Regarding data formats, DISASTER will have to deal with structured data, such as
XML [8] or JSON [9] in order to get or return the valuable information. The set of protocols and
standards also must include Relational Databases (RDB) because it is the common storage system
in legacy EMS. Furthermore, DISASTER will use RDF [10] to facilitate data integraton and
mediation.
One of the main objectives of DISASTER is to build a scalable solution capable of deal with
new formats and protocols so an extensible solution is required. In this document are described
some of these protocols and formats that are aimed on this first stage of the project. Note that due to
the extensibility of the architecture design, new formats and protocols will be easily included in
future versions.

2.1

Protocols

2.1.1

WMS

Web Map Service (WMS) [5] is a protocol standardised by the Open Geospatial
Consortium2 in 1999. This service provides georeferenced images that can be overlaid on a map
providing complementary information or can be a map itself. When the client asks for an image the
map server returns a bitmap image (e.g. PNG, JPG) but it also can serves points, lines and polygons
as vector graphics in SVG. Layers can be transparent or not allowing image compositions. WMS
interface provides up to three different operations to request information:


GetCapabilities: Returns information about the server and the layers available.



GetMap: Returns a map image.



GetFeatureInfo: Optional method only supported for Layers with the attribute queryable=”1”.
Returns information about the feature included in the map picture.

DISASTER will manage queryable layers to mediate between different end-users providing
the corresponding feature information for each one. As far as DISASTER has to be a non-intrusive
solution, it will not be able to deal with the image generation, so the graphical representation will
not be modified when using WMS. Considering that the feature information is a structured data set,
DISASTER will be able to match cultural differences to generate the most appropriate
representation for the feature.
2.1.2

WFS

Web Feature Service (WFS) [6] is a protocol to provide geopositioned information relative
to the features which compose a map. The information provided by WFS is the background data
used to generate a map picture, i.e. the WFS provides the raw data instead of returning an image
2

Open Geospatial Consortium http://www.opengeospatial.org/
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map. Information is provided as structured data, mainly using GML [11] format, so the client can
edit and/or analyse the geospatial information.
WFS is a standard approved by Open Geospatial Consortium and defines the interface to
query, create, delete or modify features. The servers must implement the following operations:


GetCapabilities: Returns the available options and layers provided by the server.



DescribeFeatureType: Returns de XML-Schema to allow the client to parse the data.



GetFeature: Executes the query itself and returns

DISASTER will mediate the communication between the WFS and the client to adapt the
information served according to the cultural and language constraints required by the client. Using
this approach the client will be able to manage the information in the same way it manages the local
information, being a completely transparent process to the end-user. This solution will be achieved
using the common ontology-based data model defined inside the DISASTER project. RDF will be
the intermediate language.
An example of use o WFS protocol is the WFS to WMS mediation described in D4.20 [12]
and shown in the current proof of concept [4]. By combining WFS and WMS, the DISASTER
solution will be able to receive the geospatial data provided by WFS and to send a map image to the
client using the icons, colours and styles expected instead of the ones used by the provider. This
solution simplifies the information processing made in the client application without losing features.
At the same time this solution provides protocol mediation for those clients who cannot manage
WFS request.
2.1.3

SPARQL endpoint

A SPARQL endpoint is a conformant SPARQL [7] protocol service which enables users,
either humans or machines, to query a knowledge base using SPARQL language and receiving the
results in machine-readable formats. Usually both the query and the presentation are made using a
software component that presents the results in a human-readable format, e.g. web page or PDF file.
The query is enunciated using SPARQL language, which is a standardised language to query RDF
graphs. This feature makes the modification of the data model easier than other storage solutions
like classical relational database, where the data model is strict.
DISASTER will use of SPARQL endpoint to query the DISATER core knowledgebase
where the common emergency knowledge will be stored as RDF triples. The results returned by the
SPARQL endpoint will allow the system to convert the information between different cultural
backgrounds, e.g. representing a concept with different icons depending on the country which is
visualising the information [4].

2.2

Formats

2.2.1

XML

XML (Extensible Mark-up Language) [8] describes the rules to format a document which is
both human-readable and machine-readable. The XML standard is published by the W3C3. This
format is widely used to return results in web services or to exchange data between applications.
3

World Wide Consortium (W3C) http://www.w3.org
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This format has been extended to create other formats including XHTML, RSS, RDF/XML and
KML. From the point of view of DISASTER project the XML-based structure of GML and SOAP
services makes this format very relevant, due to the importance of geographical information and the
service-oriented architecture implemented.
DISASTER has to read the XML from one side of the communication, transform it to RDF,
translate and enrich its content with the knowledge base and, finally, transform it again to the
format expected by the other side of the communication. The use of XML will be linked to the
communication methods used by the existing EMS, and DISASTER will be ready to deal with
systems using XML to exchange information, systems requiring XML as input and systems
providing their output as XML.
2.2.2

RDF

RDF[10] is a model for data interchange on the web standardised by W3C. RDF structure is
based on triples; each triple, called statement, is composed of subject, predicate and object. The
RDF structure links the subjects with their properties, i.e. the objects, using the predicate. For
example, in the statement “Fireman extinguishes the fire” the subject is “Fireman”, the object is
“the fire” and the predicate is “extinguishes”. As mentioned before, RDF is oriented to the data
interchange on the web, so the identification is made with URIs. This structure represents a directed
graph where the links are the predicates and the nodes are the resources, i.e. subjects and objects.
One of the biggest advantages of RDF over XML is the ability of merging data with
different schemas and the modification of the schema without the need of changing the data
consumers. RDF is the basis for other technologies as OWL or SKOS that would be useful during
the development of the core knowledge base in DISASTER.
DISASTER will use RDF to facilitate the data mediation process storing the knowledge
extracted from people involved in emergency management and in order to create a data model to
describe the knowledge. But RDF work in conjunction with other technologies mentioned before as
OWL and SKOS. Such data will be stored and accessed using a SPARQL endpoint.
2.2.3

JSON

JSON [9] is a text-based data interchange format. It is an open standard derived from
JavaScript representation of data structures, but it is language-independent and many languages
have support to parse JSON data. It is mainly used to transmit data between the server and web
application, but it is becoming an alternative to XML when transmitting data through a network
connection and used as response in some web services.
As far as JSON and XML do the same, when talking about data interchange, DISASTER
will have to deal with JSON in the same way it will do with XML. The basic flow is getting the
data, transform it to a common format, i.e. RDF, and, after applying the corresponding
transformations, send the data to the consumer using the most appropriate format.
2.2.4

RDB

In the last 30 years most information was stored in Relational Databases (RDB).This
information is structured in tables related between them using keys that identify every row stored
into the table. This kind of data storage reduces the information redundancy and allows transactions
management (which avoid inconsistent data), and concurrence mechanisms (which allows
285069
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simultaneous access to the data). A relational database provides four operations: create, read, update
and delete. Such operations are commonly written in SQL. Relational databases are used as data
store technology in the majority of software systems.
DISASTER will access the data served by the EMSs or other third-party services which
could store the information in legacy RDBs or file formats containing small databases. For example,
the ESRI Shapefiles [13] are map files containing a small database with all the information about
the map and its features. DISASTER should be able to read these databases directly and transform
their content in order to serve it to other EMS.

2.3

Mediations

Data mediation solves the translation of data in DISASTER. After requirements and
scenario definition efforts, this problem is identified as one of the challenges encountered in the
information sharing process. In the border moor fire scenario (see D2.51 [1] and [4] for further
details), when the Dutch side sends information to the German side, it is vital the terms and symbols
referred are translated so they are meaningful at the other end. This translation is provided by means
of data mediation.
The implementation of the mediation component is defined in D4.20 [12] as a 3 step process:
1. Mapping definition: This task is carried out by the domain experts in DISASTER consortium.
The profile of these experts includes deep domain knowledge in emergency response
terminologies but non-IT skills. Therefore, a non-technical format, i.e., spreadsheets, will be
used to manually capture the correspondences between two different classifications.
2. Mapping translation: In order to make the mentioned mappings executable by a mapping
execution engine, a transformation from spreadsheets to the mapping language supported by
the engine must take place. This process can be performed by tabular conversion tools in a
(semi)automatic fashion. The only task that needs to be carried out by humans is to create the
transformation instructions that map the structure of the table to the mapping language. The
mappings resulting of this process become part of EMERGEL ontology (D3.21 [14]). After
state of the art evaluation, SKOS might provide the sufficient expressivity for the mapping
(semantic correspondences) definition requirements of D2.40 [15].
3. Mapping execution: A mapping execution engine is able to perform the classification
translation by applying the generated mappings of step 2 on the input data. The result is the
information understandable by the other end of the communication, e.g., the German side on
the moor fire scenario. A number of candidates have been evaluated on D4.10 [2], being R2R a
serious candidate for the data mediation requirements identified on D2.40 [15].

285069
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Figure 1. Mediation platform

The integration of this mediation component in the general architecture is defined on
D4.20[12], establishing the SPARQL Endpoint as the communication protocol between different
modules. The mediation architecture specifies how transformation (adapters) translators exchange
information between them and the mediation component. Depending on the nature of input and
output, transformations are referred as lifting transformations (format/protocol to RDF), or lowering
transformations (from RDF to format/protocol). Figure 1describes the mediation component and
four transformation adapters integrated as an example of a possible data flow within this
architecture.
The transformations that will be regarded in the scope of DISASTER mediation are the
following:


Spreadsheets



Relational Databases (RDB)



ESRI Shapefile [13]



KML[16]



OGC Services (WMS [5] and WFS [6])



OGC SLD [17]

The current status of the mediation efforts is the following: existing tools have been
identified regarding both spreadsheets and RDBs formats. The ESRI Shapefile format has been
studied in detail and algorithms for transformation of this format are documented on D4.20 [12].
This document also considers the KML and OGC SLD. Finally, progress on transformation of OGC
Services has been reported during the 2012 Gi4DM Conference, where a prototype demoed
information exchange in the border moor fire scenario [4].

285069
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Architecture implementation

This section presents the technologies used in order to implement the service oriented
architecture defined in deliverable D2.51 [1]. The Web Service platform has been chosen as
technical paradigm due to its loosely coupled, standard-based approach for building SOA solutions.
Figure 2 summarizes the set of WS specifications that DISASTER will adopt in its implementation.
This set of standards, called Disaster Technical stack, is not a random walk through a space of WS
specifications but rather an organized, structured architecture with well-defined designs to fulfil the
DISASTER project´s technical requirements.
The Disaster Technical stack is divided in six levels according to the nature of the included
WS standards. The bottom level is Transport that refers to the message format and protocols used to
exchange the information. Description level includes the standards to describe both functional and
non-functional characteristics of the services. Discovery level refers to the standards used to publish
and organize the services included in the DISASTER solution. Messaging level refers to the
mechanism provided to ensure that messages are correctly delivered to the appropriate destination.
Quality of Service (QoS) level focuses on the reliability and security of the interactions. Finally,
Cooperation level deals with the composition and coordination between multiple service operations
when required.

Figure 2. Disaster Technical stack

As defined in D2.51 [1], the DISASTER solution is a network of components (Mediators)
and a central component (Core). The Core provides a set of functionality to the mediators making
their implementation easier and uniform. That functionality includes data adaptation, data mediation
and resource management. In terms of implementation, the Core exposes a WS interface where the
functionality is split into concrete WS operations. Each Mediator is a gateway between a concrete
EMS and the rest of existing resources. It allows consuming information from external sources but
presenting such data adapted to the concrete EMS characteristics. The Mediator relies on the
services provided by the Core to perform the majority of its activities. In terms of implementation,
the Mediator is a WS client that interacts with the Core, but also it is WS itself providing an
interface to the EMS to use the whole DISASTER solution.
285069
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Next sections describe the behaviour of the standards included in the Disaster Technical
stack and how they are be used to fulfil the technical requirements.

3.1

SOA and Web Services

Following the trends within information technology, the technical solution proposed built
for DISASTER is framed on the paradigm of service-oriented architecture and distributed
computing. Thus, DISASTER retains the benefits of component-based development such as selfdescription, encapsulation, dynamic discovery and load, adding remotely invoking methods on
objects, to passing messages between services [18].
The SOA is an architectural style for building software applications that uses services
available in a network such as the Web and is a principle concept underlying beneath Web Services
implementation [19].Using a service-oriented architecture provides the capability of using a single
resource through its published service and not directly addressing the implementation. This loose
coupling allows changes to the implementation by the service provider should not affect the service
consumer[20]. This way, maintaining a consistent service interface in each DISASTER component,
the service consumer could choose an alternative instance of the same service type without
modifying their requesting application, apart from the address of the new instance. This behavior is
in components such as, for example, Mediator component of DISASTER, which consume and
provide different service interfaces regardless of their implementation.
The SOA approach to DISASTER development will produce a system that can be flexibly
adapted to changing requirements and technologies, and, since it is designed based in several
components, offers easier maintainable and more consistent systems of data and functionality. Web
services are the key component in SOA and they are self-contained, self-describing, they can be
published, located, and dynamically invoked. Furthermore, they provide access to sets of operations
accessible through one or more standardized interfaces. According to the W3C, web services are
XML software systems designed to support interoperable machine-to-machine interaction over a
network. This interoperability is gained through a set of XML -based open standards detailed in this
document. These standards are a series of protocols that support sophisticated communications
between various nodes in a network and they are used to make web services interact with each
other. Next sections present the standards used in the DISASTER solution.

3.2

Transport

This layer is placed at the bottom of the technical stack. It refers to the standard
specifications used to transport the information between systems. Well-known and widely used
technologies have been adopted as communication basis of the DISASTER architecture.
3.2.1

HTTP

The Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) [21] is an application layer protocol for
distributed, collaborative, hypermedia information systems. HTTP functions as a request-response
protocol in the client-server computing model improving or enabling communications between
clients and servers within DISASTER architecture.
HTTP provides to DISASTER a standard set of rules that allow component to communicate
with each other for the purpose of sharing and exchange information across the web. DISASTER
285069
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Resources, as HTTP resources, are identified and located on the network by Uniform Resource
Identifiers (URIs) or, more specifically, Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) using the http or https
URI schemes. Also, HTTP can reuse a connection multiple times to download images, data sets, etc
after the page has been delivered.
3.2.2

XML

The Extensible Markup Language (XML) was already introduced in Section2.2.1as a data
format. But DISASTER also uses XML for the interchange of data over the network. It is widely
used in web services for the representation of arbitrary data structures, often to simplify data storage
and sharing. One of the key goals of DISASTER is to exchange data between incompatible systems.
Exchanging data as XML greatly reduces this complexity, since the data can be read by different
incompatible applications.
3.2.3

SOAP

Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) [22] is the standard messaging protocol used by
Web Services. As the protocol is platform-independent, flexible, and based on standard, ubiquitous
technologies it is a good fit for DISASTER architecture in order to integrating software applications
and sharing data.
SOAP is a network application protocol based on XML markup language used for doing
one-way transmissions. This protocol is aimed to defining rules and encapsulating and encoding
XML data for transmitting and receiving that data from a SOAP sender to a SOAP receiver. A
SOAP XML document instance, known as a SOAP message, carries it payload of some other
network protocol between a SOAP sender to a SOAP receiver. SOAP messages are exchanged
between applications on a network and are not available for human consumption. The most elegant
feature of SOAP is that the platforms and programming languages on either side of a SOAP
conversation are independent of one another but are able to communicate as long as each side of the
conversation does the following:


Using HTTP or SMTP to send and receive data transmissions.



Understanding how to construct and deconstruct binary attachments and MIME encoding rules.



Using the enveloping and encoding rules established by SOAP to construct and deconstruct of
XML documents.



Performing actions indicated in the SOAP document.

Web services can be used for either One-Way messaging or Request/Response messaging. As
shown in Figure 3, in One-Way messaging, SOAP messages only from the sender to the receiver. In
Request/Response messaging, a SOAP message travels from the sender to the receiver, which is
expected to send a reply back to the sender.
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Figure 3. SOAP

In summary, SOAP defines how messages can be structured and processed by software in a
way that is independent of any programming language or platform, and thus facilitates
interoperability between applications written in different programming languages and running on
different operating systems.

3.3

Description

This layer focuses on the description of functional and non-functional features of the
services included in the DISASTER architecture. It includes standards for functionality description
and policies management.
3.3.1

WSDL

The Web Services Description Language (WSDL) [23] is an XML-based interface
description language that is used for describing the functionality offered by a web service. Using
WSDL description within DISASTER Core or a Mediator Component, web services provide a
machine-readable description of how the operations such as translation, filtering or resources
management can be invoked (e.g. what parameters it expects, and what data structures it returns).
The WSDL describes DISASTER components services as collections of network endpoints,
or ports. For this propose the specification provides an XML format where definitions of ports and
messages are separated from their concrete use or instance, allowing the reuse of these definitions.
In this way, WSDL describes the public interface to the web service. Any component involved in
the DISASTER architecture (including new mediators) can read the WSDL file of a concrete
service to determine what operations are available. In case of any operation uses special datatypes,
these are embedded in the WSDL file in the form of XML Schema. So, a component can then use
SOAP to actually call one of the operations listed in the WSDL file using XML or HTTP.
3.3.2

WS-Policy

The DISASTER solution allows interoperability between different emergency response
teams by the adaptation of the shared resources. Therefore, the systems involved in DISASTER
need to manage the information and resources under its control. As response teams depend more on
technology, their ability to control access to resources enforce their administrative policies become
central requirements. In a dynamic distributed environment like the architecture proposed by the
DISASTER solution, this includes the need to manage and distribute these policies only to
authorized entities. In the DISASTER architecture, services policies have a fundamental impact on
interoperability. It is important to communicate to potential requesters any policies that a service
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provider enforces when those policies impact the interaction either because they require requesters
to follow a specific behaviour or a protocol or because they imply service-side behaviour that
impacts requester requirements or expectations such as following a particular privacy policy [24].
The WSDL standard addressed the specification of functional capabilities of a service, but it does
not support non-functional policies definition such privacy or security. To deal with this lack, the
Disaster Technical stack employs the WS-Policy standard [25].
The WS-Policy specification defines an XML Schema that defines the structure of valid
policy descriptions. Basic building blocks are so-called assertions. A single assertion may represent
a capability, a requirement or a constraint and has a name and properties. WS-Policy introduces
three operators used to group assertions and sets of assertions, respectively [26]:


ExactlyOne: Exactly one of the child assertions must be satisfied



All: All the child assertions must be satisfied.



Policy: All the child assertions must be satisfied. Additionally, a name can be assigned to the
assertion set

An example of policy is presented in Figure 4. The top-level wsp:Policy operator has one child
assertion set, which is built up with the wsp:ExactlyOne operator. The overall policy is satisfied, if
one of the two embedded wsp:All policy sets is satisfied. In other words, this policy specifies that
the message must include either a timestamp and an encrypted signature or a username token.
<wsp:Policy wsu:Id="DisasterPolicy">
<wsp:ExactlyOne>
<wsp:All>
<sp:IncludeTimestamp/>
<sp:EncryptSignature/>
</wsp:All>
<wsp:All>
<sp:UsernameToken>
</wsp:All>
</wsp:ExactlyOne>
</wsp:Policy>
Figure 4. WS-Policy

3.4

Discovery

Since DISASTER architecture is based on web services, it is necessary a mechanism to find
the suitable service to execute the appropriate operation. The functionality of this layer includes
services publication and discovery.
3.4.1

UDDI

DISASTER uses Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) [27] as a
mechanism to register and locate web service applications. UDDI is designed to be interrogated by
SOAP messages and to provide access to WSDL documents describing the protocol bindings and
message formats required to interact with the web services listed in its directory. Thus, it enables
businesses to publish service listings and discover each other, and to define how the services or
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software applications interact over the Internet. This business registration consists of three
components:
 White Pages: address, contact, and known identifiers.
 Yellow Pages: industrial categorizations based on standard taxonomies.
 Green Pages: technical information about services exposed by the business.
In the DISASTER solution context, the UDDI plays the role of a metadata server of
registered Web services. Some DISASTER elements such as mediator components can use a UDDI
directory to find other required components. Figure 5depicts the UDDI behavior.

UDDI
Register
Service
Contents

Search
Service

Service
Provider

User
Use Service

Figure 5. UDDI
3.4.2

WS-Discovery

Web Services Dynamic Discovery (WS-Discovery) defines a multicast discovery protocol
that allows locating web services provided by the DISASTER on its network architecture. Usually,
to locate a target service by name, a client sends a resolution request message to the multicast
group, and again, the target service that matches sends a response directly to the client. WS Discovery helps to minimize the need for polling, sending an announcement message to the same
multicast group, when a target service joins a network. By listening to this multicast group, clients
can detect newly-available target services without repeated probing.
Some components, within DISASTER, provide services that are used by other components.
These components publish a set of several services in order to make them accessible to other
potential consumers. To facilitate discovery, a provider can register a service with UDDI or publish
additional documents. Using multicast techniques, such as WS-Discovery, reduces the need for
centralized registers searching web services.

3.5

Messaging

This level includes WS standard solutions to provide an interoperable, transport-independent
way of identifying message senders and receivers that are associated with message exchange. It is
taken into account that nontextual information can be needed to be sent in the SOAP messages.
Furthermore, notification messages for updated events must be considered.
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WS-Addressing

DISASTER solution provides a set of functionality that is finally exposed as WS operations
(endpoints). Thus, the way of using the architecture is by exchanging suitable messages between
appropriate participants. First and foremost, mechanism must be provided to ensure that messages
are correctly delivered to the right destination. Two problems must be addressed. The first is how to
identify the WS endpoints provided by both the Core and Mediators. This issue is more subtle than
in the Web-only perspective because of the rich and dynamic nature of the resources and services
covered in the DISASTER project. The second problem is how to communicate these endpoints
identifiers in the course of a DISASTER technical operation. To deal with such issues, DISASTER
solution uses the WS-Addressing [28] standard. The goal of the WS-Addressing specification is to
provide the means to identify a WS endpoints and a way to use such identifiers in SOAP messages
for the delivery and exchange of messages between WS providers and WS requesters.
WS-Addressing defines two fundamental concepts: endpoints references and message
information headers. An endpoint reference is a data structure to encapsulate all the information
that is required to reach a service endpoint (i.e. any potential source of destination of messages).
The endpoint reference contains runtime information and associated metadata. The runtime
information includes the URI which the service endpoint can be reached. The associated metadata
helps consuming applications configure their interaction with the endpoint.
The message information headers allow messages to be directed to service endpoints and to
provide the information necessary to support a rich bidirectional and asynchronous interaction. Two
message headers are required on every message: To and Action. To header contains the URI address
of the target endpoint. Action header identifies the semantics of the message. These values include
properties such as source, reply and fault endpoints or relationships (relatedTo) with previous
messages. The previous features enable messaging systems to support message transmission
through networks that include processing nodes such as the DISASTER Mediators and Core.
3.5.2

MTOM

The data managed by the DISASTER solution includes non-textual information (see Section
2). Such information can be large amounts of binary data that have to be sent in SOAP messages. A
possible solution is to transform binary data into characters using the allowed Base64 encoding
scheme. But this solution has two major problems: (i) encoding/decoding tasks take a long time,
and (ii) the increase of the message size when the data is encoded as characters. Both problems are
unacceptable for the DISASTER architecture due to the need of effective and efficient cooperation
of the EMS in real disaster situations. A solution to these issues is provided by the SOAP Message
Transmission Optimization Mechanism (MTOM) [29].
MTOM allows compression of binary data. Data that would otherwise have to be encoded in
the SOAP message is instead transmitted as raw binary data in a separate MIME part. A large part
of binary data takes up less space than its encoded representation, so MTOM can reduce
transmission time. MTOM uses XML-binary Optimized Packaging (XOP) [30] for converting
Base64 binary data to MIME data. Figure 6 depicts the send/receive process using MTOM.
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Figure 6. MTOM
3.5.3

WS-Eventing

In the management of crisis scenarios it is crucial to have updated information about the
situation. EMSs need to be notified when events occur in other services and applications. For
example, the DISASTER solution implementation has to be able to notify to their current users if
there is an updated version of the data they are using. A mechanism for registering interest is
needed because the services interested in receiving such messages are often unknown in advance or
will change over time. To achieve such objective, the Disaster Technical stack includes the WSEventing [31] specification.
WS-Eventing defines a protocol for one service (called a subscriber) to register interest
(called a subscription) with another service (called an event source) in receiving messages about
events (called notifications). The subscriber may manage the subscription by interacting with a
service called the subscription manager designated by the event source. To improve robustness, a
subscription may be leased by an event source to a subscriber, and the subscription expires over
time. The subscription manager provides the ability for the subscriber to renew or cancel the
subscription before it expires. Figure 7 depicts the main elements of the WS-Eventing standard.
Event source

Event message

Event
Subscriptions

Subscription manager
Subscriber

Figure 7. WS-Eventing

3.6

Quality of Service

The WS standards in this layer specify the requirements that are associated with the overall
reliability of WS architectures. The specific issues involving this layer include security and
reliability of message delivery.
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WS-ReliableMessaging

The DISASTER architecture connects different EMS and resources to provide a contextaware mediation of the data. Such connexion is based on the Internet communication channels that
are typically unreliable. Connexions break, messages fail to be delivered or in a different sequence
to that in which they were sent could bring wrong information to the emergency response teams,
and consequently, they could take erroneous decisions on the disaster management. WSReliableMessaging [32] addresses these issues and defines protocols that enable WS to ensure
reliable, interoperable exchange of messages with specified delivery assurances.
WS-ReliableMessaging is a protocol that ensures the reliable delivery of messages in a
distributed environment. It enables messages to be delivered reliably between distributed
applications in the presence of software, system, or network failures. The basic value of this
specification is the description of a foundation level support layer (RM source in the sender, RM
destination in the receiver) for information replication as depicted in Figure 8. The delivery
assurance is the concept that defines the quality of service for a message. Four delivery assurances
are supported:


At least once: Each message that is sent is delivered at least one time.



At most once: No duplicate messages are delivered.



Exactly once: Each message will be delivered exactly once. If a message cannot be delivered,
an error is raised but no duplicate messages are delivered.



In-order: The messages are delivered in the same order in which they were sent.

Messages for which the delivery assurance applies, contain a sequence header block. The
protocol uses the concept of sequence to track and manage the reliable delivery of messages. Each
sequence has a unique identifier element, and each message within a sequence, has a message
number element that increments by 1 from an initial value of 1. These values are contained within a
sequence header block accompanying each message being delivered in the context of a sequence.
The receiving endpoint acknowledges receipt of the message within a sequence by indicating the
range of messages it has received.
Sender
Application
source

RM
Source

Receiver
Delivery
assurance

Transmit

Application
destination

RM
destination

Acknowledge

Figure 8. WS-ReliableMessaging
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WS-Security

DISASTER solution introduces intermediaries (Core and mainly Mediators), which might
need to modify (e.g. adaptation or mediation) some parts of passing messages. The architecture is
designed with the goal of being open and scalable, so new EMS can easily join to the DISASTER
solution by adding its own Mediator. These intermediaries are not always completely trusted and
should not have access to sensitive data. Furthermore, DISASTER integrates resources from
multiple systems with different security domains and technology, and thus the need for a
mechanism to translate or exchange security information from a domain to another. WS-Security
[33] is a family of specifications that addresses these concerns (Figure 9).
WS-SecureConversation

WS-Federation

WS-Authorization

WS-Policy

WS-Trust

WS-Privacy

WS-Security
Figure 9. WS security specifications

There are three major problems involved in securing SOAP message exchanges, and WSSecurity standards family provides answers for all of them. In fact, WS-Security specification only
defines the way to let the receiver know how the message has been protected. To do the actual
protecting, WS-Security references additional specifications. The first problem is to identify and
authenticate the client. Because there are a lot of different ways to do create security tokens, WSSecurity does not specify any particular means, but rather defines how different security tokens
should be transferred within SOAP messages. In other words, it lets the receiver know how to
extract security tokens from the message for processing. The second problem is ensuring integrity
of the message. WS-Security uses digital signatures for that, employing the XML Signature [34]
specification to provide a mechanism for digitally signing XML documents. The third problem is
keeping the message safe from eavesdropping while it is in transit. To deal with this issue WSSecurity employs the XML Encryption standard [35], which provides a mechanism to encrypt XML
documents [36].
In summary, WS-Security relies on the following key concepts:


Security tokens: Authentication information included in the SOAP message



Signature elements: All or part of a SOAP message can be digital signed



Encryption element: All or part of a SOAP message can be encrypted.

WS-Security defines a SOAP Security header format that contains subelements for the
above concepts. Some tokens might be issued by a trusted third party. In the WS-Security model, a
trusted third party is called a Security Token Service because one of its tasks is to issue security
tokens.

3.7

Cooperation

This level of specifications focuses on the need of composition and coordination of different
services in order to achieve more complex processes inside the whole DISASTER architecture. The
management of the resources included in DISASTER are also taken into account.
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WS-BPEL

DISASTER solution provides its functionality as concrete services endpoints. Each endpoint
executes a specific task such as adapting data from one format to other or publishing a new
resource. But some processes are complex and involve different services. For example the process
to achieve interoperability between an EMS WFS-provider and an EMS WMS-consumer, is
composed of a set of tasks: data format adaptation, data schema mediation and protocol
transformation. In this kind of scenarios, a mechanism for defining and managing services
composition is needed. Such composition model must be sufficiently rich to express different
scenarios that DISASTER services might exchange. WS-BPEL [37] was designed to natively
address these requirements.
WS-BPEL, also known as BPEL4WS or BPEL, is a language that allows process to describe
task dependencies that are connected via Web services. The main use of WS-BPEL is to define the
logic to coordinate Web services in a process flow. WS-BPEL makes it possible to keep internal
tasks separated from external processes. Hence, changing of internal tasks will not affect data
exchange between services. WS-BPEL provides service-based applications with a standard for
complex process orchestration and execution. It specifies how to send/receive messages, exchange
message with partners, implement parallel or sequential process, manipulate data between partner
interactions, define parallel/sequential execution, etc.
WS-BPEL features several basic activities which allow for interaction with the services
being arranged in the workflow. These activities cover invoke, receive and reply. Furthermore, it is
possible to wait for some time (wait), terminate the execution of the workflow instance (terminate
activity), copy data from one message to another (assign), announce errors (throw), or just to do
noting (empty activity). To allow the composition of complex operations, a variety of structured
activities exists. Sequence offers the ability to define ordered sequences of steps, flow executes a
collection of steps in parallel whereas the execution order is given by links between the activities.
The switch activity allows branching, pick allows to execute one of several alternative paths and
loops can be defined using the while activity. Furthermore, WS-BPEL includes the feature of
scoping activities and specifying fault handlers and compensation handlers for scopes. Faults
handlers get executed when exceptions occur, for instance, through the execution of the mentioned
throw activity. Compensation handlers are activated when faults occur or when compensation
activities that force compensation of a scope are executed.
3.7.2

WS-Coordination

As introduced in Section 3.7.1, DISASTER must coordinate different services in order to
create bigger process. Some of these services compositions require transactional integrity. In other
words, the composition represents a logical unit of work so if any included task fails, the whole
composition has to be aborted. In order to ensure reliable execution of services compositions it is
crucial that their activities are modelled as transactions such that they achieve a mutually agreed
outcome. Web services transactions are defined as sequences of operations that are executed under
certain constraints in order to maintain application correctness and data consistency. The
fundamental principle of WS transactions is to provide web services applications with reliability
and efficiency [38]. DISASTER solution uses WS-Coordination (WS-CO) [39], and the related
standards WS-AtomicTransaction (WS-AT) [40] and WS-BusinessActivity (WS-BA) [41], to deal
with the transactional requirements of their WS compositions.
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WS-Coordination provides a generic coordination infrastructure for web services, making it
possible to plug in specific coordination protocols (such as WS-AT and WS-BA.) which work
between clients, services and participants. Usually one actor, the coordinator, spreads information to
a set of participants to guarantee that all participants obtain a particular message. It defines a
coordinator, which is an entity that provides services to applications that want to participate in a
coordinated activity. WS-AT is focused on the existing transaction systems and protocols with strict
ACID requirements. Existing transaction systems, that require an all or nothing outcome, form an
important part of the companies’ back-end infrastructure. WS-BA specification defines protocols
that enable existing business process and workﬂow systems to interoperate. It allows managing
long-lived transaction by using compensations.
3.7.3

WS-Transfer

The major goal of the DISASTER project is to provide a mechanism so that different EMS
can interoperate during the management of crisis scenarios. Such interoperability can be defined as
a data exchange (e.g. geospatial information, map images, files, etc) between software systems.
Thus, a key issue is in the DISASTER solution is the management of the data (o resources). The
DISASTER architectures must allow creating, consulting, modifying and deleting the resources. To
manage the resources, DISASTER uses the WS-Transfer [42] specification.
WS-Transfer is a stateless protocol designed to create, read, update, and delete resources.
Four single operations are included in the specification:


Create: It creates a new resource instance based on initial data (or link where it is hosted)
provided in the request



Get: It gets a XML representation of a single resource



Put: It modifies an existing resource



Delete: It removes an existing resource
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Conclusions

This deliverable contains the first version of DISASTER architecture related technologies,
defining which protocols and formats are relevant, at this stage, to manage data and information. On
the other hand, a first approach of the architecture implementation is described.
A set of web services standards are tailored to implement the DISASTER service-oriented
architecture. This stack will ensure the achievement of functional (e.g. specific data formats or
communication protocols) and non-functional (e.g. security and policies) requirements. The
network of mediators and the central component are the mean to allow DISASTER to be an
extensible and scalable project. All this tiles defining the architecture fulfil the requirements
specified in the Work Package 2 of the DISASTER project, especially in D2.40 [15] and D2.51 [1].
By using standards specifications, both in architecture implementation and data management
side, the implementation will provide the desired interoperability. For example the definition of a
common format as RDF simplifies the transformations, translations and enrichment of the data
regardless of the initial or final format. Regarding the architecture, the use of web services
standards as communication platform will facilitate the integration of new users, who will take
advantage of every module implemented before.
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